
EISANGELIA IN ATHENS: A REPLY 

IN JHS xcix (1979) 103-I4 Dr Rhodes published an article, 'Eisangelia in Athens', which is 
primarily a detailed and profound criticism of some conclusions in my Eisangelia. The Sovereignty 
of the People's Court in Athens in the Fourth Century B.C. and the Impeachment of Generals and 
Politicians (Odense 1975). His objections have forced me to reconsider the subject. In 'Demos, 
Ecclesia and Dicasterion in Classical Athens', GRBS xix (1978) 127-46, I have already dealt with the 
part of Rhodes' article based on the assumption that the Solonian Heliaia was ajudicial session of 
the ekklesia. Here I discuss the eisangelia itself. 

(i) Eisangelia as a technical term 

Rhodes warns me (103) against producing an analysis more precise and tidy than the 
procedure analysed (eisangelia). In support he adduces two examples of eisangelia used in a legal 
context but not in its technical sense: (a) In Lys. x i the verb elaayye'AAev is applied to a charge of a 
military offence, r arro,Efl3At KevaL rTjv aorTSa;2 (b) in Isai. xi a charge of maltreating an orphan is 
described both as an eisangelia and as a graphe. There can be no doubt that eisangelia is a technical 
term denoting different (but related) procedures. However, I still doubt that eisangelia in a legal 
context can be used as a non-technical term denoting any procedure introduced by a denuncia- 
tion.3 

(a) In Lys. x I we may follow Gernet/Bizos in emending ElarqyyeAAE to ET7r7yyeAAE (which I 
prefer, cf. Eisangelia 67 n. 8). Or we may retain elarjyyeAAE; but in that case we probably have an 
example of eisangelia in the technical sense referring to a specific type of public action, presumably 
the eisangelia to the council. In support of this assumption I can refer to two other possible 
instances of eisangelia to the council for a military offence. 

From Lys. xiii 12 and xxx 10-13 we learn that Kleophon was put on trial for a military offence 
(either arTpareLa or AVLroTa'tov) and sentenced to death. Now a yparb) draTparetas or AX7roTralov 
entailed atimia (and sometimes confiscation of property as well) but never capital punishment.4 So 
the type of public action brought against Kleophon cannot have been a graphe, and since it was 
opened in the boule it may have been an eisangelia to the council (Eisangelia cat. no. 139). 

From Dem. Ii 8-9 we learn that some trierarchs were charged with treason and with 
Air7orTatov. The type of action was probably an eisangelia to the council and the prosecutor 
proposed capital punishment (Eisangelia cat. no. 142). 

If we retain ElarqyyeAAE in Lys. x i, comparison with Lys. xiii, xxx and Dem. li indicates that 
an eisangelia (to the council) might be brought against a person charged with a military offence, 

1 Minor points of disagreement I pass over in silence, 
such as whether the eisangelia for major public offences 
usually received its first airing in the ekklesia and only 
occasionally in the boule (for my opinion see Eisangelia 
25-6), or was usually initiated in the boule and only 
exceptionally in the ekklesia (as Rhodes 108-io). I should 
like to thank Dr Rhodes for discussion about this topic, 
for sending me his article in typescript and for his com- 
ments on this article. 

2 Or rather to a charge of addressing the assembly 
while guilty of a military offence: oTe Ava;Oeos 
E,v1/UT07TOv ELctaryyeAAE ra oTrAa a7roplePArqKoTa, OVK 6OU v 

avTrc, r/L/r)yopEiv. If the emphasis was on the military 
offence itself (cf. Lys. x 9, 12, 21-5) the proper type of 
public action would be a ypa3' Tro darofSeflArKE'valt T)v 
darmna (And. i 74, cf. M. H. Hansen, Atimistraffen i Athen i 
Klassisk Tid [Odense 1973] 8I-5). On the other hand, if 
the emphasis was on the infringement of the atimia in- 
curred for the military offence the regular procedure to be 
adopted would be an epangelia followed by a dokimasia ton 
rhetoron (Aischin. i 28-32, cf. Hansen op. cit. 134-7). 
Endeixis/apagoge is ruled out, since that procedure presup- 

posed a conviction in a ypar-) TOV adrroefTAi7KEvaL T7rV 

aourSa (Dem. xxiv 103-5, cf. M. H. Hansen, Apagoge, 
Endeixis and Ephegesis [Odense 1976] 66-7, 90-I) and it is 

apparent from Lys. x 24-5 that Theomnestos had not 
been sentenced for the military offence with which he was 
charged. 

3 The only occurrence of the verb elaayyeAAetv in a 
sense which is not strictly technical is Lys. xiii 50: 8oseE 
TraXrOr1 elaayyEiAat (sc. Agoratos; cf. 56). Although the 
trial is probably an eisangelia to the assembly, Agoratos 
cannot technically be described as o daayyEAAwv (cf. 
Eisangelia cat. no. 67 n. 6). Rhodes is probably right in his 
assumption (IIo n. 67) that 'Agoratos and Menestratos 
were in retrospect treated as ol elaayyELAavTes'. 

4 And. i 74; Lys. xiv 9; Isok. viii 143; Dem. xv 32, xxi 
58-9, xxiv 103-5, lix 26-7; Aischin. i 29, iii I75-6. The 
trial of Kleophon, however, was in an atmosphere mov- 
ing rapidly towards lynch-law, and it is possible that a 
graphe in 404 may have resulted in an unconstitutional 
sentence of death; but in his criticism of the trial Lysias 
does not point out that the punishment was in conflict 
with the type of public action brought against Kleophon. 
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and so Lys. x i is no clear illustration of the statement made by Rhodes that eisangelia can be used in 
a non-technical sense of the word. 

(b) Isai. xi is a public action for maltreatment of orphans. As Rhodes points out it is described 
both as an eisangelia and as a graplie. But in this case it is probably graplle and not eisangelia which is 
used in a non-technical sense. In most public actions a prosecutor incurred a fine of I,ooo drs if he 
obtained less than one-fifth of the votes of the jurors. This rule applied to all types of graphe, 
whereas all types of eisangelia were ai,rtLot for the prosecutor even if he did not obtain one single 
vote (Eisangelia 29-30). We know that the eisangelia for maltreating an orphan was ariltos (Isai. 
iii 47, Dem. xxxvii 46), and this is a very strong indication that it was technically an eisangelia. On 
the other hand, any written accusation might be called a graplhe, even a bill of indictment in a dike 
(Ant. i 2; cf. Isok. xviii 12, Ar. Clouds 759, 770). The conclusion seems to be that in Isai. xi it is 

eisangelia and not graphe which is the technical term. 
Rhodes mentions the suggestion of Ruschenbusch that 'EoayyE'AAEv was the original term for 

any verbal denunciation to the authorities, and tended to survive for all charges older than the rule 
that denunciations must be submitted in writing'.5 Against this view I have two objections. 

(I) Ruschenbusch can only present us with such a precise and tidy analysis because he has 
omitted Dem. xxiii 51: NOMOZ (o'vov bS S/Kasg t? ELt lvat S7CaLov KaTa rT( TOV S qEvyovtas 

EVrELKtVVVrCV , Eav TLS KaTd OTOL ) EeaTLV. This law is our principal source for endeixis against 
exiled homicides. In his discussion of the law Demosthenes emphasizes that it is Drakon's law he is 
quoting; so the conclusion seems to be, pace Ruschenbusch, that endeixis was an archaic procedure 
and probably older than eisangelia.6 Even the few sources preserved indicate that a plurality of 
procedures existed as early as e sixth century B. and th the Athsixth cenians had at least two 
different forms of denunciation, endeixis (mentioned in Drakon's law) and eisangelia (introduced 
in 507? cf. infra p. 91). The statement that any denunciation in the archaic and early classical period 
was an eisangelia can only be upheld if Dem. xxiii 5 I is rejected as a late addition to the homicide 
law. 

(2) In the sources there is no support for the statement that the term eisangelia 'tended to 
survive for all charges older than the rule that denunciations must be submitted in writing'. 
Rhodes is undoubtedly right (103 n. 4) when he, following Calhoun, dates the introduction of 
obligatory written complaints to the 3 70s. But, in the speeches written by Antiphon, Andokides, 
Lysias and Isokrates before 380, all the different types of public actions are described with their 
specific technical terms-e.g. ypJ/eaOat, a7Trayetv, ev8eEtKvvvaL, fatrvEtv, coayyE'AAcEtv and there 
is no evidence that the term eisangelia could be used in a non-technical sense denoting any of the 
other procedures, viz graphe, apagoge, endeixis, phasis7 

(ii) Was thle Nomos Eisangeltikos Solon ian? 

I agree with Rhodes (104) that the Athenians throughout the classical and most of the 
Hellenistic period had direct access to the original laws of Solon (as Ruschenbusch argues 
convincingly in Solonos Nomoi). But, as Rhodes is well aware, this does not mean that all legal 
reforms ascribed to Solon are in fact Solonian. According to the forensic speeches Solon was the 
author of nomothesia by nornotlietai (Dem. xx go90 ff.), the ypaf>r] voJov t) 7TrrfSTELOV OVetvat (Dem. 

5 By letter Rhodes has informed me that he does not EcaayyEALa is applied to the political eisangelia (to the 
commit himself to accepting Ruschenbusch's suggestion. assembly or to the council) in Ant. vi 12, 35, 36; And. i 14, 

6 
EVSetKVVgV7WV in the law quoted in Dem. xxiii 5 I is 27, 37, 43; Lys. xii 48; iii 50, 56; xxx 22; Isok. viii 130; xv 

connected with a7TrayeLr in the law quoted in Dem. xxiii va 6; Dem. viii 28-29; xiii 5; xviii 13, 249-50; Xix 
28 (cf. Hansen, Apagoge, Entdeixis antd Ephliegesis II5), and 103, Ii6, 209; xx 79; xxxiv 50, xlvii 42, 80; xlix 67; 
the first line of this law (including Tranyetv) has convinc- Aischin. ii 139; iii 3, 52, 79, 171, 223, 252; Lyk. i i, 5, 29, 

ingly been restored in IG i2 I 5. 30-I by most editors: cf. 30, 34, 55, 137; Hyp. iifr. iv 47; 3, 4, 12; iii 1-5, 7-9, 27, 
R. S. Stroud, Drakon's Law ont Homicide (Berkeley/Los 29-31, 38-40; Dein. i 52, 94, ioo-i. The term probably 
Angeles 1968) 54. In a discussion during the III" Colloque denotes the political eisantgelia in Lys. xvi 12; Dem. xxv 
interntationale d'histoire du droit grec et hellenistique (Chan- 47, 94. On Lys. x I cf. above. The term denotes the 
tilly 1977) Ruschenbusch informed me that, in Untersu- eisantigelia to the archon in Isai. iii 46-52, 62; xi 6, 15; Dem. 
chuntgent, he omitted the law in Dem. xxiii 5I because in his xxxvii 46. There is no evidence of any other use of 
opinion it is not archaic but a late addition to the homicide eisantgelia as a legal term. In a few passages the meaning is 
law. simply 'report' without any connection with the 

7 In the forensic speeches the term elayyE'AAev/ administration ofjustice e.g. in And. ii 3, 21; Dem. 14, 17. 
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xxiv 212-14) and the rigid distinction between nomoi and psephismata (Hyp. v 22). These 
statements only reflect the fourth-century controversy over Solon. Which status has the volosg 
elaayyEALas ascribed to Solon by Aristotle in Athi. Pol. 8.4? Kai TroVS Er7T KaTaA6VcEL TOv 8r7tLov 
avvtaacLEVovs EKptvEV (the Council of the Areopagos), ZoAwvos OevTos voILov ELtayyEALas rrepL 
avrTv. 

Rhodes admits that Aristotle's account is in part anachronistic. It is unbelievable that a person 
at the beginning of the sixth century could be charged with KaTdavarL roiv 8O tov. What we expect 
is something like Erravi-raOaa ca irrl rpavv[Lt. But this is a strong indication that the term eisangelia 
is anachronistic as well. From Aristotle's account we can at most infer that the Areopagos may 
have heard political trials, but not that Solon introduced a nomos eisangeltikos for KaTaAvars Tov 

8r'tiov. And I find it dangerous to reject the first half of Aristotle's statement as terminologically 
inexact and then to accept the other half as terminologically precise. Moreover, on p. 104 (near 
bottom) and I05 (last section) Rhodes confidently speaks of Solon's law on eisangelia, but in the 
first section of 104 he finds that it is a less important question whether the terms elaayyEAta and 

eclayyEAA,eL were used in Solon's laws. So Rhodes is prepared to admit that, in Ath. Pol. 8.4, not 

only the name of the offence (KardTaAVas 8srtov) but also the name of the procedure (etaayyeAla) 

might be an anachronism. 

(iii) Eisangelia to the Areopagos 

Our only evidence for the administration of justice in political trials before Ephialtes consists 
of references to six cases from 493 to 463 (Rhodes 105); the trials of (a) Phrynichos (Hdt. vi 21.2); 

(b) Miltiades in 493 (my catalogue no. I); (c) Miltiades in 489 (cat. no. 2); (d) Hipparchos 480-60 
(cat. no. 3); (e) Themistokles 467(?) (cat. no. 4); and (f) Kimon 463/2 (cat. no. 5). 

I omitted the trial of Phrynichos from my catalogue of eisangeliai because we have no evidence 
about the procedure applied or the court hearing the case. Of the remaining five cases it is 
expressly stated in reliable sources that the second trial of Miltiades (Hdt. vi 136.I) and the trial of 
Hipparchos (Lyk. i II 7) were heard by the demos. The indictment of Themistokles is described by 
Krateros (fr. I I) as an eisangelia and included in his synagoge psephlismaton, and Plutarch states (Per. 
10.6) that Kimon's prosecutor, Perikles, was elected by the assembly. In my opinion this evidence 
points to the conclusion that eisatgelia to the assembly existed before Ephialtes. 

Rhodes, however, is not persuaded. The trial of Phrynichos and the two trials of Miltiades 
may have been cases which had gone on appeal from one of the archons to the Heliaia (on the 
assumption that the Heliaia was a judicial session of the ekklesia), Hipparchos may have been 
condemned by some ad hloc procedure, and the trials of Themistokles and Kimon are classified as 
respectively eisangelia and euthlynai to the Areopagos. 

Now in 'Demos, Ecclesia and Dicasterion in Classical Athens' 141-3 I argued that the Heliaia, 
even before Ephialtes, was a dikasterion not to be identified with the ekklesia, and that demos 
invariably denotes the ekklesia and never the dikasterion. The inference is that the second trial of 
Miltiades, which was heard by the demos, cannot have been an appeal to the Heliaia. It was rather a 
case heard in the first istance by the ekklesia and probably an eisangelia to the assembly. If so, there 
is no reason to assume some ad hoc procedure in the trial of Hipparchos. It may have been a regular 
eisangelia to the assembly, and the indictment of Themistokles is our first known example of the 
obligatory pseplhisma which the demos had to pass in an eisangelia. The only evidence that the trials 
of Themistokles and Kimon were heard by the Areopagos is the story about Themistokles and 
Ephialtes in At/i. Pol. 25, which Rhodes discards himself (105) as 'almost certainly false'. Summing 
up: apart from Arist. Atli. Pol. 8.4 which is probably an anchronism (Eisangelia 18-19), there is no 
reliable evidence that eisangeliai were brought before the council of the Areopagos. On the other 
hand, several reliable sources indicate that the eisangelia to the assembly was introduced before 
Ephialtes, and so presumably by Kleisthenes in 507. 

(iv) Did the Nomos Eisangeltikos include a section on KAINA KAI AFPAOA AAIKHMATA? 

In his speech for Euxenippos Hypereides quotes the nomos eisangeltikos and states that an 

eisangelia could be brought for KaTAva?Us rov TO) 8ov, for rTpoooata and for TO Tra apLarra AE'yELV 

9I 
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Xpr7JLaTa Aapla'vovTa (Hyp. iii 7-8). But did Hypereides quote all sections of the law? His 
comments on the law convey the impression that he did; but his account is biassed and 

Euxenippos was in fact charged with having infringed the third section of the law quoted by 
Hypereides (Hyp. iii 39). If a fourth section dealing with Katva Kal dypac,a doLKSRLaK a existed, it 
would not be central to the case, and it might be omitted without any serious distortion of the 
law. Furthermore, I have myself demonstrated (Eisangelia 12 ff.) that Hypereides does not quote 
the full text of the three sections he does discuss. So I admit that Hypereides' speech for 

Euxenippos, in itself, is insufficient proof that no further section existed. But the nomos eisangel- 
tikos, as quoted by Hypereides, is in perfect agreement with Theophrastos' account of the law. It is 

apparent both from the Lex. Cant. s.v. 'eisangelia' and from Poll. viii 52 that the political eisangelia 
according to Theophrastos could be brought for three different offences, KaraAvaLs TroV Oj-tIov, TO 

T7 da apLara av,IfovAeveELv xp n'ara Aap,a3vovTa and TrpoSoala. Moreover in Lex. Cant. Theoph- 
rastos' account of eisangelia is opposed to that found in Kaikilios, according to which eisangelia was 
allowed against KaLva Kal aypafa aSLK 'qiara. The inference is that Theophrastos did not mention 
the Katva Kal aypa>ka adSKruLaTa, but only the three offences referred to above. Now Theoph- 
rastos' account cannot be suspected of bias and it is most unlikely that he quoted the law from 

Hypereides' speech For Euxenippos. The agreement between Theophrastos and Hypereides is a 

very strong indication that Kaikilios was wrong and that no fourth section existed. 
Rhodes objects that 'Caecilius may have been mistaken, but he should have had some 

foundation for his view' (108). He had indeed and his source is mentioned both in the Lex. Cant. 
and in Schol. Plat. Rep. 565c. 

Lex. Cant. s.v. 'eisangelia': KaKiXlAos S o v ToSs iploaaro' eaoayyeALa eorlv O 7TEpl KatvW(V 

aStKr]JLaTWV tv SESKaoatv J(TeveYKelv OL V1oLOL. aorTt SE TO rlEAETCe7WEVOV ev Tals TCWV o(TOL(rT.V 

StaTptlaisl (ed. Houtsma). 
Schol. Plat. Rep. 565c: elaayyeAla ErTl KVptiw'oS rrep KatvcV Kat 87oaicov daSLK7taTcV 

l Ev ' S rpw 'avetov, Stp cLV otappl'rl7v tLtv o3'Sv Xeyovcrtv ot vdoLot, EtaayopViEVJ (SLK77 V7TO T)V rTpVTavEcov, TrEpl (L)V &app777V /LEV OV(V AE)/VULV OL VO/UOL, 

oayXClpovat 6S KptaEts ylyVEoaOat. Kat TOVTO EaTtV OlOV TO E'v Tal T)V aO(laTWV $taTptflals 
LEAETtP,?EVOV, TO TWv aypacowv aolK7taTvcov (ed. Greene). 

So the ultimate source for the view that eisangelia could be brought for new and unknown 
offences is only the Sophists' diatribai, and they are too weak a foundation for any statement about 
the law of Athens in the fourth century.8 Against Kaikilios' information (based on the sophistic 
diatribai) I can adduce not only Theophrastos' account in his Peri Nomon, but also the complete 
silence of the orators. Admittedly, Rhodes is right in emphasizing that the absence of any 
reference to the KaLva Kal aypaq)a JatLK7,taTa in speeches for the defence (Hyp. ii, iii) can be 

explained and is insufficient proof that no such clause existed in the nomos eisangeltikos; but we 
have also speeches for the prosecution in which a fourth section of the nomos eisangeltikos is 

(surprisingly) left unmentioned. In this case Rhodes suggests that 'we should expect a prosecutor 
to subsume his case under one of the specific clauses whenever he could do so (it would be easier to 

argue for the defendant's guilt by citing a law which he was alleged to have broken than by 
admitting that what the defendant had done was not contrary to the existing law)' (107-08). In 
the speech Against Leokrates, however, the prosecutor, Lykourgos, does the opposite of what 
Rhodes expects: he expressly admits that Leokrates has committed a new crime not described in 

any law, but nevertheless bases his eisangelia against Leokrates on a charge ofprodosia, although he 
knows that this will result in a protest from Leokrates against the type of action employed (cf. 
Eisangelia cat. no. 121). The central passage is Lyk. i 8: ovTro yap E(JTlV SEvOV TO yEyEV7/LEVOV 

aSoK-7La Katl qALKOV7OV EXEc TO LEYEEKOS, (Wo7TE Ur7TE KaTrryOplav fl7/TjE TtF/(pclav EvoSEXEOatL EvpElv 

at{iav, tr)S' ev 'TOS vdo!ots' Lpo'aOat Ttwlplav datlav 'T()V ad,LapT'r7.L7Tv. If the nomos eisangeltikos 
included a section on new and unknown offences Lykourgos would have had no difficulty in 
formulating a kategoria and in quoting a law warranting capital punishment for such an offence. 

8 One of the most popular rhetorical exercises in the pleads (Kara PYr)Tv Kal vTreatIpeatv) that the intent of the 
Hellenistic period was speaking for or against a law. lawgiver was different from the strict letter of the law. Cf. 
Sometimes an old law was attacked or defended with G. Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece (London 
'sophistic' arguments, sometimes it was a fictitious law. I963) andJ. A. Goldstein, The Letters of Demosthenes (New 
Another possible source for the information about eisan- York I968) with further references. 
gelia is a fictitious forensic speech in which the prosecutor 
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Probably no such clause existed and therefore Lykourgos was forced to do what he did: to base his 
eisangelia on the second section of the nomos eisangeltikos dealing with prodosia. 

(v) Eisangelia to the Ekklesia and to the Boule 

In the second chapter of Eisangelia (21-8) I distinguished between eisangeliai heard by the 
ekklesia (or referred to a dikasterion) and eisangeliai heard by the boule (or referred to a dikasterion). 
In the first type the ekklesia was always involved (either in the first instance or via the boule), in the 
second the ekklesia was not involved at all. Rhodes objects (io6 ff.) that the analysis is based on a 
(wrong) interpretation of Harp. s.v. 'eisangelia'. This is not how my argument really goes. I begin 
by discussing this entry (21) but the distinction is based on fourth-century evidence (22 ff.). 
Harpokration distinguishes between three forms of eisangelia (rpla EtdSr): (a) political eisangelia, (b) 
eisangelia to the archon for maltreatment, (c) eisangelia to the board of arbitrators. On the basis of 
the fourth-century sources I argued that the Athenians distinguished between two forms of 
political eisangelia, one against major public offences and one against magistrates for misconduct 
in office. The first form involved the ekklesia, the second only the boule, and I found support for 
this view in Harpokration's phrase: aAAa vrpos Tn)v fo v i OV 8t O to -oV 7Tpnpwrr KaTrarTaaLs 

ylveTat. Rhodes accepts my argument in so far as he acknowledges that two different forms of 
political eisangelia existed: one for major public offences and one against magistrates for miscon- 
duct (106-7). But he holds that Harpokration's first section on the political eisangelia only covers 
eisangelia for major public offences, and he interprets the phrase TrpOs T-qv 3ovA)v T rov SrPov 1 
7TrpWn KaTaaTaULs yWveTaL as a reference to the minor procedural detail that an eisangelia for a 
major public offence could be brought before the ekklesia either directly or via the boule (106). 

Rhodes may be right in his interpretation of Harpokration, but if so, we must both admit that 
Harpokration's account of the political eisangelia is defective in so far as he has omitted the 
eisangelia against magistrates for misconduct in office, which is a fourth form of eisangelia, 
different from (a) eisangelia for major public offences, (b) eisangelia to the archon and (c) eisangelia 
to the board of arbitrators. 

Emphasizing the importance of procedural law I divided the political eisangeliai into eisangeliai 
to the assembly (for major public offences) and eisangeliai to the fcouncil (against magistrates for 
misconduct in office); and this distinction is based not on Harp. but on fourth-century sources. (i) 
In the Ath. Pol. Aristotle mentions eisangeliai to the assembly (43.4 and 59.2) and eisangeliai to the 
council in which the assembly is not involved (45.2). (ii) In the amendment of the eisangeltikos 
nomos proposed and carried by Timokrates (Dem. xxiv 63) an eisangelia to the council results in a 
katagnosis passed by the boule. In Arist. Ath. Pol. 59.4 the katagnoseis passed by the boule are 
distinguished from eisangeliai to the assembly (59.2), and in all cases heard by the ekklesia or 
referred by the ekklesia to a dikasterion there is no mention of any katagnosis on the part of the boule. 
(iii) A very detailed account of eisangelia to the council is given in Dem. xlvii 42-3: yevo0ev7os 
TOlVVV r?S KpLaUWS Tq 69E0/fO Lc EV T7 OVA KaTa T V ElaayyeLaV ')v eyc Elat77yyEtAa, Kat 

a7robo0evTos Ao'yov EKaTEpu, Kal KpVIg/&v 8Lab7tp0LratE'av TYV 3OVAEVTLaV, caAw ev 7W 

SovAEvrqpic Kal EOOEv aSolKEWV. Katl viE8ati EV Tro ttaXELPOTOVE arv fplovAXd Trorepa 8tKaarTfpin) 
Trapahol77 r7 l7LLcoueLe Tals 7TEVTaKoalaLs, oaov r7v KVpta KaTa TOV VOeIOV, .. . dvvExco-paa cWaT To 

9Eo0rb7tLpC 7TEVTE Kat ELKOaL 8paXtcov 7Tpo7aTaL70stqvat. This account reveals the following differ- 
ences from the well-known eisangelia to the assembly. (i) The eisangelia is brought before the boule 
only and never referred to the ekklesia. (2) The case is heard by the boule. (3) The boule passes a 
preliminary verdict. (4) After a verdict of guilty the boule is empowered to settle the case if the 
penalty does not exceed a fine of 5o00 drs (and if neither party appeals against the decision; cf. Arist. 
Ath. Pol. 45.2 and Eisangelia 24-5). (5) The offence committed is neither one of the three major 
public offences mentioned by Hyp. and Theoph. nor a new and unknown offence, but simply a 
refusal to hand over some trierarchic equipment. The differences between this form of eisangelia 
and the eisangelia to the assembly for major public offences are so important that they cannot be 
brushed away as minor procedural variations from the standard procedure.9 So, following 

9 The law on Athenian silver coinage, recently disco- against magistrates. Lines 32-6 contain the following 
vered during the Agora Excavations, has provided im- provision: eav 'e Ttg [rT6]V a[pXO6vrT]wv ft 7ro KaTa Ta 

portant information about the ?UaayyEAL'a Ets Tr)v PovA?v yeypaULEva, ?EL'ay[yEAAETO E]v es Tnr goA'v 'AOqvaiowv 
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Lipsius against Harrison and Rhodes, I maintain that eisangelia to the boule was a distinct type of 
eisangelia. 

Rhodes suggests that the offence and not the procedure was the guiding principle (106, 109, 

113-14) and in support of this he points out that, in a law dealing with an offence, the offence is 
usually mentioned in the beginning and the procedure at the end. Consequently he divides the 
political eisangelia into eisangeliai for major public offences and eisangeliai against magistrates for 
misconduct in office. 

If Rhodes were right we should expect the Athenian law code to have included e.g. a law 
about KaTrAvails Trov 3jov beginning with a description of the crime and proceeding to 
enumerate the various procedures through which a person guilty of katalysis might be brought to 
trial. The sources, however, show that katalysis was mentioned in several different laws each 
describing one procedure but often several offences. In Demophantos' law katalysis leads to 
instant execution without trial (And. i 96-8, still valid in 330: Lyk. i 127). Similarly in Eukrates' 
tyranny law from 337/6 (SEC xii 87). In the nomos eisangeltikos itself katalysis, of course, results in 
an eisangelia, and in the law quoted in Dem. xlvi 26 in a graphe (KaraAvaEWcs rov 8f/tov). 

Our knowledge of the Athenian law code is indeed insufficient, but we do know that it 
contained a law about euthynai (Aischin. iii I8-22), a law about probolai (Dem. xxi 8-II), a law 
about eisangelia (Hyp. iii 7-8), a law about dokimasia ton rhetoron (Aischin. i 28-32), a law about 
endeixis/apagoge (Dem. xxiv 103-5, 146), a law about paragraphle (Isok. xviii 1-3), etc. All these 
laws combined a plurality of offences with one procedure. Second, we hear about a nomos blabes 
(Dem. xxi 35), a nomos aikeias (ibid.), a nomos hybreos (ibid.), a nomos klopes (Dem. xxiv 103-5), a 
nomos doron (Dem. xxi 107-8) and a nomos ton kakourgon (Ant. v 9). As far as the evidence goes, 
these laws combined one offence (or a group of related offences) with one procedure. On the 
other hand, we have no example of a law combining one offence with a plurality of procedures.10 
In conformity with this practice Aristotle's description in the Ath. Pol. of the Athenian judicial 
system is organized according to magistrates and procedures, but not according to substantive 
law. And in the speeches the emphasis on procedural law is so predominant that even scholars 
stressing the importance of substantive law are forced to base their account on procedural 
distinctions. All books dealing with Athenian law (including The Athenian Boule) have one 
chapter on eisangelia and one on euthynai, and I do not know of any historian who has ventured to 
rearrange the sources according to substantive law and to write one chapter on katalysis tou demou, 
one on prodosia, one on klope etc. 

In spite of our disagreement about the relative importance of procedural and substantive law 
Rhodes' new analysis of the political eisangelia is not so far from my account. Leaving aside 
eisangelia to the archon for maltreatment and to the board of diaitetai for misconduct in office (108) 
he now accepts my basic division of political eisangeliai into two categories. Furthermore, he states 
on p. 1 12 'It was clearly not normal for charges of/4u XfplaUOat -rogs votuots- to be considered by the 
ecclesia'; and on I 113 'As for what followed the presentation of the EcaayyEA,a, it may originally 
have been stated or assumed for charges of major public offences that the boule should make a 
r7poflovA,?Eva on how the defendants should be tried...' So Rhodes does in fact distinguish 
between eisangeliai for major public offences (usually brought before or referred to the ekklesia 
6 floAo6pevos otl [?(eortv]. ~av e aAAcu, VtrrapXErw / ev ypattarTevs TrV vSEKa, on Sopolis' payment or delivery 
av-roL rre7ravaO[at appXov]rL Kal rpoartaro abrd[t] ' of oars, do not record the reduction of his debt to the state. 
floA', tEXpL [ RSpaXtziv]. Ed. R. S. Stroud, 'An Athenian In this case we have one offence combined with two 
Law on Silver Coinage', Hesp. xliii (1974) 157-88. On the different procedures, but the document in question is not 
restoration ELaay[yEAAf'rw e]v instead of elaay[ayTrw a nomos, but a psephisma tes boules regulating an individual 
aVrolv proposed by the editor cf. Eisangelia 28, Additional case--Drakon's law on homicide provides primarily for 
Note, and 'Sur une clause p6nale de la loi athenienne the dike pho,iou. In the law there are references to the 
relative a la monnaie d'argent' by Ph. Gauthier, who, apagoge (Dem. xxiii 28) and the endeixis (Dem. xxiii 5 ), 
independently, has proposed the same restoration for the but there is no evidence that the laws regulating these 
same reasons but has based his conclusion on a much more procedures were part of the homicide law. If we accept 
detailed discussion of the sources (Revue de phil. de litt. et the magisterial order of the Athenian nomoi-as Rhodes, 
d'histoire anciennes lii (1978) 32-6. following Stroud (n. 6) 32 ff.-the inference is that the 

10 One exception is IG ii2 163 I. 350-403, a decision homicide law itself was one of the King's laws whereas the 
made by the council that Sopolis is allowed to avail laws regulating endeixis/apagoge were included among the 
himself of either the ypaq flovuAE6cosEw or the ElaayyEA,'a laws administered by the thesmothetai or the Eleven. 
EiS T}rv f3ovAnrv if the Trq/eA/rTaL TrOV VEWplov or the 
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and heard either by the ekklesia or a dikasterion) and eisangeliai against magistrates for charges of r' 
xppraOatn rots vdo/Ois (usually brought before the boule and either heard by the boule or referred to a 
dikasterion). It is well known that the political eisangelia was sometimes abused in the fourth 

century, and variations from this pattern may be due to sycophancy and not to any looseness in 
the Athenian judicial system. 

One problem is left: what about a major public offence committed by a magistrate? Here 
again Rhodes and I agree that either type of eisangelia could be brought (I 13). Probably it was the 
prosecutor who decided for himself whether he would base his denunciation on that section of the 
eisangeltic law quoted in Hyp. iii 7-8, or on the section dealing with offences committed by 
magistrates and resulting in a trial before the boule and/or a dikasterion without being referred to 
the ekklesia. 1 1 It is sometimes impossible to decide to which of the two categories a particular trial 
belongs. The sources show that the eisangelia was usually brought before the ekklesia (either 
directly or via the boule), but the trial of Leosthenes' trierarchs in 361 is an example of a major 
public offence committed by magistrates (in the wide sense of the word) but referred to a 
dikasterion by the council without being brought before the ekklesia (cf. Eisangelia cat. no. 142). 

(vi) The fine of 500 drs in Eisangeliai to the Council 

The fine of max. 500 drs imposed by the boule is one more argument that a procedural 
distinction should be made between eisangeliai to the assembly (for major public offences) and 
eisangeliai to the council (against magistrates for misconduct in office). Rhodes opens his discussion 

impose fines of up to 500 drachmae' (108). This statement is a priori unlikely and it is not supported 
by the evidence adduced by Rhodes. 

(a) If the eisangelia for major public offences constituted a separate category (as both Rhodes 
and I believe) it is inconceivable that the law regulating this category contained the provision that 
a person found guilty could escape with a fine of max. 500 drs. Such a penalty is only appropriate 
for minor offences, and it would be very unlike the Athenians to provide for a fine of max. 500 drs 
in a law exclusively dealing with offences such as katalysis tou demou and prodosia. 

(b) In support of his statement Rhodes adduces the eisangelia against Theophemos, who, in the 
boule, was fined 25 drs (108 n. 40, cf. I 10, 1 12). But this trial should not be classified as eisangelia for 
a major public offence but as eisangelia against a magistrate. First, Theophemos was a magistrate in 
the wide sense of the word (here Rhodes and I agree). Second, Theophemos is not charged with a 
major public offence. In the subsequent dike pseudomartyrion the charge is described by Theo- 
phemos' opponent in the following words: ... TOV'S 7TpVTaveLs 7rpoypadeLv av'Tr TrV KpiLaUv E7 

8vo 7iiEpaaS ws al&KOVVTL Kal 8LaKcoAvovTr rTv drrorToAov, SLOTl Ta OKEV1r OVK atreog$ov Kal Ta 

vExvpa dcl?ELAETO Ka't (l aVVE'KOOEV T? V e'lTarrpdrrovtr a Ka VtpE a roA. (Dem. xlvii 42). 
Rhodes suspects that Theophemos was in fact accused ofprodosia (i IO n. 63), but his assumption is 
contradicted by the passage quoted above: it is unparalleled that a prosecutor, in his own account 
of a trial won against his opponent, should minimize the charge and tell the jurors that his 
opponent was convicted for 'having delayed the expedition by not handing over the equipment' 
when in fact he was found guilty of prodosia. 

So the eisangelia against Theophemos must have been against a 'magistrate' for misconduct in 
office, and consequently there is no evidence for the view that eisangelia for a major public offence 
might be heard by the boule, without being referred to a dikasterion, and result in a fine of max. 500 
drs. On the contrary, this fine constitutes one of the differences between eisangelia against 
magistrates heard by the boule, and eisangelia for major public offences referred by the boule to the 
ekklesia through a probouleuma. 

MOGENS HERMAN HANSEN 

University of Copenhagen 
1 That the choice of the type of action applied rested with the prosecutor is apparent from e.g. Dem. xxii 26 if.; cf. 

Apagoge (n. 2) 120. 
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